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The first chapter in the all-new adventures of MIDNIGHTER joins renowned writer Steve Orlando

and acclaimed artists Aco, Stephen Mooney and Alec Morgan. Ã‚Â  Between the supercomputer

wired into his brain and the enhancements saturating his body, the living weapon known as

Midnighter doesnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t face a lot of real challenges to his uncanny combat skills. Lucky for him,

he enjoys beating the tar out of low-level bad guys as much as the high-end onesÃ¢â‚¬â€•and since

his recent breakup with his first love (and fellow superhuman) Apollo, heÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s had plenty of

chances to engage in his unique brand of physical therapy. Ã‚Â  Now, insanely dangerous weapons

are beginning to pop up all over the globe, wreaking havoc on society and complicating

MidnighterÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s professional and personal life. As the outbreaks pile up, tracking them back to

the original thief becomes an overriding imperative . Ã‚Â  Collects issues #1-7 of the ongoing

MIDNIGHTER series.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“There aren't many books out there that I'd call perfect, but when you can see 10 steps

ahead, it's perhaps not surprising that MIDNIGHTER earns that praise.Ã¢â‚¬Â• Ã¢â‚¬â€œ

Newsarama Ã‚Â  "HeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s like Batman with a sense of humor and a willingness to engage in

healthy relationships...Seriously, check out this comic."Ã¢â‚¬â€•io9 Ã‚Â  "Manages to be both bold

and down-to-earth at the same time."Ã¢â‚¬â€• IGN Ã‚Â Ã‚Â  "The sort of comic that's as smart and



fun as you wish all superhero comics would be."Ã¢â‚¬â€•Comic Book Resources

Steve Orlando is a comic book writer. He has created Undertow andÃ‚Â VIRGIL for Image Comics,

as well asÃ‚Â Midnighter, Batman and Robin Eternal, and more for DC Comics, and contributes to

Power RangersÃ‚Â at BOOM Studios.

I have no idea why this series has so many good reviews. The story is confusing, the artwork is

sub-par, and the midnighter seems like a hollow shell of his former self. I loved the wildstorm era of

this character and was disappointed to see DC waste him like this.

I didn't know before I bought it, but Midnighter is a gay superhero. Basically, instead of sleeping with

random women, he sleeps with random dudes. It's not over-the-top or in your face... he sleeps with

dudes with the frequency that Nightwing sleeps with chicks so it's not even a weird thing.That being

said. It was about as confusing as the Grayson books. Which isn't bad... but I did feel "lost in the

action" at times. Overall, it was a really fun book. I love midnighter's attitude, I love his "power", I

think it's all VERY cool and while I sorta saw the ending coming... it still played out really well.It

would be a stretch to say it's the best comic DC has out now... but I will say it's one of the best.

Definitely give it a try. I really look forward to seeing how this series continues. Will for SURE be

buying volume 2

I'd never read any of the Midnighter comics before, but I think this was a good place to start! I really

enjoyed this volume- it was some of the best comics I've ever read! The action is great, the humor is

perfect, and the panels are beautiful and inspiring. It's gritty and engaging and original, with plot

twists I'd never have expected. Definitely recommend. My only problem was it ended too soon. I

can't wait to read more Midnighter comics!As for the order, it was great. It arrived quickly and there

weren't any problems with shipping or anything, and I thought it was a very good price. 10/10 would

buy again :D

Amazing! I'm a huge fan of DC and it just means the world to me that something that I love and

makes me so happy also supports my community. Thank you DC Comics, Steve Orlando, ACO and

whoever else contributed :)

Any fan of the Warren Ellis Authority will love this take on the character. Some confusing art but



overall great. The twist at the end doesn't feel totally earned but I'll wait until I finish the second

volume to pass judgement on that.

Writings good and arts decent. Not a bad start. If your expecting an origin story for midnighter's,

there's not one.

A simple opener to the introduction of Midnighter to the DC Universe, minus that baggage of his

relationship with Apollo. Competently executed, and worth reading more of this series.

You should buy this novel just got the character alone. He is so different and refreshing in a evil

way. Story isn't DKR or Preacher but art is great and story is still good
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